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The Five Steps Towards Great Trust
Lack of trust is a subtle but powerful barrier to great results. It can masquerade
behind simply adequate performance, but when the push is on for superior results,
lack of trust inevitably raises its toxic head. So, paying attention to the steps to
great trust pays great dividends.

The Trusted Advisor (New York: The Free Press, 2000) is a book that has had a
profound influence on how we work together at Jazzthink. Authors David H. Maister,
Charles H. Green, and Robert M. Galford differentiate consulting and professional
service firms on the basis of whether they are simply subject or process experts,
valuable resources, or trusted advisors. The final and preferable category 
combines a breadth of business acumen and a depth of client relationship. It’s 
the way we strive to do our work at Jazzthink.

Here are the principles Maister, Green, and Galford think build great trust.

1. Engaging with thE othEr pErson
Engaging uses the language of interest and concern. It requires the skill of being noticed in a positive way that 
creates credibility. Curious questioning, rather than challenging statements or commands, invites people into a 
willing alliance with you.

2. ListEning to thE othEr pErson
Listening uses the language of understanding and empathy. It requires the skill of understanding another human 
being. Open listening - listening for what the other person is really trying to say and asking more questions to 
grasp clearly their meaning - shows people that you are open to their perspectives.

3. Framing a common undErstanding with thE othEr pErson
Framing uses the language of perspective and candor. It requires creative insight and emotional courage. 
Entering the conversation with a commitment to treating the other person as an equal, no matter what 
their or your rank or position, shows that you genuinely want their input and value their opinions.

4. Envisioning mutuaL succEss with thE othEr pErson
Envisioning uses the language of possibility. It requires a spirit of collaboration and creativity. You are in 
this together with the other person and working towards your mutual success. It is not either-or but 
both-and. It is not win-lose but win-win. It takes time and focus to negotiate the mutuality, but it much 
less time to do this in the beginning than to solve conflicts later on.

5. committing to a compELLing rEsuLt with thE othEr pErson
Committing uses the language of joint exploration and affirmation. It requires the ability to 

generate enthusiasm and offer mutual support. It involves a choice to respect the other person’s 
contribution to the result and do everything you can to allow their talents and yours to 

come to the fore. D 
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